
I could draw over I could draw over 
the photographs?the photographs?
I love the ideaI love the idea...

&Content ⇄ Photography?

This is so interesting!
I always dreamed to be a 
photographer.
Tips how to make
better photographs..
Read interview with
Photographer Zoe  
Berkovic..Berkovic..

Interior Design?
I want to decorate my room.I want to decorate my room.

Screen printing?
Draw on T-shirt?

..and have fun
Wow  I could make a T-shirt I could make a T-shirt 
for my brother’s birthday.He for my brother’s birthday.He 

loves dinosaurs and sharks.loves dinosaurs and sharks.
He will love my surprise!He will love my surprise!

Fine Art?
Illustration?

What’s the difference?What’s the difference?

Let’s do some 
Art..

2 3

Denie was bored 
and she went to 

the Prague’s library, looking to 
find something interesting to 
read and discover.She opened 
The Art Magic book which she 
found on the top  of the shelf.
The book reveals all the se-
crets how to make the world 
around her more beautiful and 
the people happier.Moreover 
,Deny discovered something 
really precious and magical 
which she will treasure forever 
and  share with you.Join Deny 
on her Art  discovery trip..

  🐒🐒 HHi!!!i!!!

 😻 DDenieenie
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Photography 
interview with 
Zoe Berkovic

 😻 I I absolutely love your 
work! Can you tell us 

how you got started in pho-
tography?

 😻 AAs a kid, my best 
friend’s mom owned 

a high end children’s cloth-
ing boutique. We used to 
spend hours pouring over 
kid fashion brochures and 
magazines. I also used to 
order every kids catalog 
out there! I loved looking at 
the imagery. It all looked so 

happy and beautiful!

 😻 I I started practising on 
strangers kids and some-

thing in me clicked. I realized I 
was onto something much big-
ger than just taking pictures. I 
haven’t looked back since. 

 🤗Dream Client shoot?

 😻 I I have learned that 
sometimes oppor-

tunities I may not have 
thought about come my 
way and they turn out to 
be better than any dream I 
could have hoped for!  For 
now, I will keep my door 
wide open and not put a 
limit on my dreams.  Hey, 
anything can happen!

 😻   What has been a dif-
ficult challenge you 

have faced in your photog-
raphy career and how did 
you work through it to make 
it a positive situation?

 😻EEvery business or 
new beginning has 

ups 

 😻 aand downs. I don’t let 
too much keep me 

down though. I know that 
suc

 😻 ccess can not be 
achieved without 

plenty of  hard work. I feel 
blessed that the joyous 
parts of  my work far out-
weigh the sweat, blood, and 
tears.Everyone fantasizes 

over their ideal location.  

 😻 W   W   hat would be your 
ideal location for a 

shoot?

 😻 I I don’t have one ideal 
location for a shoot. 

I have many stories in my 
head that I want to shoot 
and all of  them have appro-
priate amazing locations. I 
would though love to shoot 
little girls in dreamy dress-
es in the hills of  Tuscany. 
Some lama would be nice 
too.

 😻 IIf you were to offer any 
piece of  advice to a 

new, or experienced, pho-
tographerwhat would it be?

 😻 WWork hard, shoot 
with passion, be 

honest, want success, and 
don’t make excuses.
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  😻😻 ““Frame” your Frame” your 
image to dratentionimage to dratention

 🐡 This tip can be applied not 
only to iphone photography, 
but to most types of visual art 
in general. It’s basically creating 
a frame within the frame that’s 
already defined by your photo 
itself.

 🐡 To create this inner frame 
you can use any element of 
the scene you’re shooting. It 
could be the branches of a tree 
pointing to your subject, pulled 
back curtains, an open door or a 
window. 

 🐡 Framing draws the 
attention of the viewer right to 
the subject of your photograph 
and it also creates a “layered” 
effect which saves the photo 
from looking flat and unexciting.

  😻😻 Exper imen t Exper imen t 
with backlightwith backlight

 🐡 You shouldn’t point your 
camera towards the source of 
light. Well, rules are made to 
be broken :-)

 🐡 Backlight can 
really create an amazing 
atmosphere in your images, 
it’s also great for emphasizing 
outlines and forms. If you 
haven’t tried it – you should 
definitely experiment!

 🐡 Next time the sun is 
out and coming in from an 
angle (early or late in the day 
works best),.compose your 
shot,then slowlymove your 
Iphone so the sun creeps into 
your shot.

  😻😻   Make the most Make the most 
of Portrait Mode of Portrait Mode 

 

 🐡 If you’ve got a newer 
model of iPhone (such as the 
X series, 7 Plus or 8 Plus), you 
can take advantage of ‘Portrait’ 
Mode to blur the background 
of your photos.

 🐡 Normally, blurring the 
background in an image is 
reserved for expensive lenses 
and cameras, so being able to 
do this with a smartphone is 
simply incredible.

 🐡 It takes a very keen eye 
to actually tell the difference 
between a photo shot on an 
expensive camera, and an 
iPhone using portait mode.

 🐡 Fist, open the camera app, 
then select ‘Portrait’ at the 
bottom of the screen. When

 🐡 the camera has focused 
on the subject and blurred 

the background, you’ll see 
‘Natural Light’ or ‘Depth 
Effect’ appear on the screen

 🐡 .Then just tap the 
shutter button to take a 
stunning portrait photo, 
complete with a blurry 
background.

Deny:
 🦄 I dont have cam-

era but maybe I can 
use my mother’s Ip-
hone...
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 😻SScreen-print-
ing

   Screen-printing, 
or silk screening,is 
a printmaking technique 
which creates bold color 
using a stencil. The artist 
draws an image on a piece of 
paper (plastic film can also 
be used.) The image is cut 
out creating a stencil.  Special 
photographic emulsions are 
also often used to make photo-
screens. A screen is made of 
a piece of fabric (originally 
silk) stretched over a wood 
frame. The stencil is affixed 
to the screen. The screen 
is then placed on top of a 
piece of dry paper or fabric. 
Ink is then placed across the 
top length of the screen. A 
squeegee (rubber blade) is 
used to spread the ink across 
the screen, over the stencil, 

and onto the paper/fabric. The 
screen is lifted and the image 
is now transferred onto the 
paper/fabri. 

• 👾  Draw on 
T-shirt

Liven up your wardrobe by 
adding all sorts of designs 
to your clothes! This DIY 
project is super simple and 
only requires a few basic 
tools. And you can go as 
crazy as you want with your 
designs.

Read the steps here,
What 
you’ll 
need:
plain 
shirt (a 
light 
color 

works best)
- Fabric marker
- Frixion pen (disappears 
with heat) or other 
removable pen/chalk
- Iron
- Ruler (optional)
 

   InteractIve Green   
Glow t-shIrt

A unique interactive glow t-shirt A unique interactive glow t-shirt 
for children; Using the included for children; Using the included 
UV keyring, or a mobile phone UV keyring, or a mobile phone 
torch or blue laser pen you can torch or blue laser pen you can 
create your own designs on the create your own designs on the 
clothing - again and again! They clothing - again and again! They 
are perfect for everyoneare perfect for everyone

- whether you're at a festival, - whether you're at a festival, 
at home with the family, out at home with the family, out 
with the friends, and kids with the friends, and kids 
love it too! Makes the perfect love it too! Makes the perfect 
gift!gift!

TThe glow effect lasts between he glow effect lasts between 
5-10 minutes, before fading 5-10 minutes, before fading 
away completely. This means away completely. This means 
you can keep interacting with you can keep interacting with 
the t-shirt throughout your day the t-shirt throughout your day 
or night.or night.

  😻😻 MMy y brother loved the T-shirt brother loved the T-shirt 
I made for him!!I made for him!!


